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What Industry needs from Architectural
Languages: A Survey

Ivano Malavolta, Patricia Lago, Henry Muccini, Patrizio Pelliccione, Antony Tang

Abstract—Many times we are faced with the proliferation of definitions, concepts, languages and tools in certain (research) topics. But
often there is a gap between what is provided by existing technologies, and what is needed by their users. The strengths, limitations
and needs of the available technologies can be dubious.
The same applies to software architectures, and specifically to languages designed to represent architectural models. Tens of different
architectural languages have been introduced by the research and industrial communities in the last two decades. However, it is unclear
if they fulfill the user’s perceived needs in architectural description. As a way to plan for next generation languages for architectural
description, this study analyzes practitioners’ perceived strengths, limitations and needs associated to existing languages for software
architecture modeling in industry. We run a survey by interviewing 48 practitioners from 40 different IT companies in 15 countries. Each
participant is asked to fill in a questionnaire of 51 questions. By analyzing the data collected through this study, we have concluded that
(a) whilst practitioners are generally satisfied with the design capabilities provided by the languages they use, they are dissatisfied with
the architectural language analysis features and their abilities to define extra-functional properties; (b) architectural languages used in
practice mostly originate from industrial development instead of from academic research; (c) more formality and better usability are
required of an architectural language.

Index Terms—Software Architecture, Architecture Description Languages, ADL, Survey, Empirical Study
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1 INTRODUCTION

1.1 The Problem

In their seminal paper on software architecture [1], De-
wayne Perry and Alexander Wolf foresee the 90s as the
decade of software architecture, and justify the need
of a (software) architecting discipline on the conjecture
that the slow progress in the development of software
systems is due to the excessive focus on development
and the limited focus on architecting. Twenty years later,
we recognize the impact that software architecture has
been having on both academic and industrial worlds.
Software architectures are nowadays used for different
purposes, including documenting and communicating
design decisions and architectural solutions [2], driving
analysis techniques (like testing, model and consistency
checking, performance analysis [3], [4], [5], [6]), for code
generation purposes in model-driven engineering [7],
[8], for product line engineering [9], for risks and cost
estimation [10], [11], and many more.

One principal issue is the proliferation of languages
for software architectures (SA) description without a
clear understanding of their merits and limitations. Tens
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of architectural languages (ALs)1 can be found today,
each characterized by slightly different conceptual ar-
chitectural elements, different syntax or semantics. They
focus on a generic or a specific operational domain; some
do not provide design analysis whilst others support
different analysis techniques. As observed in [12], one of
the reasons for the accumulation of so many architectural
languages is the need to satisfy different stakeholder
concerns: a language has to adequately capture design
decisions judged fundamental by the system’s stake-
holders. Stakeholder concerns are various, ever evolving
and adapting to changing system requirements. Hence
it is difficult to capture all such concerns with a single,
narrowly focused notation. Instead of defining a unique
language for software architecture specification, we must
accept the existence of domain specific languages for SA
modeling, allowing an AL to address specific types of
stakeholder concerns. The adoption of UML for model-
ing architectures (e.g., [13], [14]) did not converge into a
standard and uniquely identified notation for SA model-
ing: a number of UML profiles and extensions have been
proposed to enhance the modeling for different concerns,
thus further proliferates new architectural languages.

In summary, it is clear that an ideal and general
purpose AL is not likely to exist [15], [14], [16], [12].
Rather, architectural languages must be able to focus
on “what is needed” by the stakeholders involved in
the architecting process. Whilst much research has been
conducted on ALs, there is a lack of understanding

1. Hereafter, we use the term architectural language, or AL, to refer
to any form of expression used for architecture description. We use
the AL term for the sake of clarity, since in the last decades several
different definitions of the ADL term have been proposed.
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on practitioners’ architectural description needs, and on
what they consider to be useful, useless or missing in
current ALs.

1.2 Related Studies

A few studies have analyzed practitioners’ needs and
the usefulness/uselessness of ALs as perceived in indus-
trial practice.

Medvidovic et al. [12] identified three main needs
(called lampposts) required to provide a more complete
treatment of and a broader perspective on ALs. They
are the technology, domain, and business needs. The tech-
nology needs focus on concerns surrounding recurring
technical challenges of engineering software systems;
the domain lamppost illuminates concerns driven and
informed by the knowledge of a specific application
domain; the business lamppost focuses on capturing and
exploiting knowledge of the business context of a given
development effort. In the WICSA 2005 working session
report on architecture description languages in prac-
tice [17], Woods and Hilliard identified five deficiencies
that hinder the widespread adoption of contemporary
ALs, and specifically:

• ALs often make restrictive assumptions (like impos-
ing a particular architectural model); those assump-
tions might be inappropriate,

• ALs are single view oriented, while a multi-view
approach is required,

• few ALs are supported by satisfactory tools,
• most ALs are general purpose and so lack domain

specific entities important to architects,
• ALs are not adopted in industrial settings. Overall,

the mismatch between the way architects work and
the support provided by ALs is recognized as the
source of most of those problems.

A similar study, specific to the information systems
domain, has been conducted in [18], in order to identify
the needs that an architect would have with respect to
ALs. They are:

• better support for multiple views, including func-
tional, information, concurrency, and deployment,

• direct support for describing domain-specific con-
cerns,

• satisfactory tool support,
• support for incremental adoption,
• support for reusing architectural models.
In [19] Pandey attempted to identify what went wrong

with the ALs that did not become popular beyond their
place of origin. He identified a set of strengths and
weaknesses of current ALs (including UML). Architectural
languages lacks are also discussed in [20]. This work
identified six main lacks, that are:

• lack of adequate support for multiple viewpoints,
• lack of features for documenting decisions, commit-

ments, obligations, and freedoms,
• lack of adequate support to architectural constraints,

• imposed implicit model of computation,
• lack of quantification mechanisms,
• lack of adequate to support architectural styles and

patterns.
An analysis of AL features is proposed in [21], where

Clements defined three categories of features (system-
oriented, language-oriented, and process-oriented) and
interviewed the proposers of eight ALs in order to collect
information about the AL applicability, scope, support
for variability, validation, analysis, and extensibility.

While the studies reported above have revealed inter-
esting discussion points, the findings are mostly based
on authors’ subjective interpretations and personal ex-
perience. They do not have a broad base on the practi-
tioners’ understanding of what is useful or not, and are
outdated.

This paper aims at filling this gap. We interviewed
practitioners in the IT domain, and collected qualitative
data through a questionnaire. The collected data shows
the practitioners’ needs, their degree of satisfaction and
dissatisfaction with existing ALs, the limitations they envi-
sion on their day-to-day work, and what is perceived to
be useful or useless. By presenting and discussing these
results we are the first to provide an overview of the
industry needs for researching and developing the next
generation of ALs.

1.3 This Study
To the best of our knowledge, this paper presents the
first investigation into industrial use of ALs. Our goal is
to better understand practitioners’ perceived strengths,
limitations and needs associated to using ALs for soft-
ware architecture modeling in the industry. The results
of this study will (hopefully) lead to the development of
new theories and languages for next generation ALs.

In this research, we directly contacted industrial ex-
perts for an interview. We selected participants from
industries who may have used different types of ALs in
production, including formal, semi-formal and informal
notations. We also asked selected participants to nom-
inate additional experts in their network (following a
“snowball sampling” approach [22]). Eventually, 48 prac-
titioners from 40 different IT companies in 15 countries
participated to the survey. Specifically, 23 participants
filled in a questionnaire, and 25 participants were in-
terviewed based on the same questionnaire. The ques-
tionnaire was made of 51 questions, mostly with open
answers. It was designed with two research questions in
mind:

• RQ1: What are the architectural description needs
of practitioners?

• RQ2: What features typically supported by existing
ALs are useful (or not useful) for the software
industry?

RQ1 explores the needs practitioners have in describ-
ing architectures in general. RQ2 investigates a list of
features that are systematically extracted from existing
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Findings and Results Implications
F1) All top used ALs have been originated in indus-
try

I1) ALs resulting from academic research seem not to have directly reached industry.
This suggests that academic ALs do not fulfill industrial needs, even if they
might have inspired the industrial ALs in some ways. It points to the necessity of
understanding industrial requirements. Researchers who aim to develop an AL for
practical use should understand such requirements.

F2) ALs should combine features supporting both
communication and disciplined development. We
call this introvert versus extrovert nature of architects
role

I2) Major academic research efforts have been dedicated so far to formal and domain-
specific ALs, while industry turns to informal ALs for communication purposes
(considered as a primary need in practice). This finding emphasizes the need to
further improve ALs in this direction: ALs need to be simple and intuitive enough
to communicate the right message to the stakeholders involved in the architecting
phase, but they shall also enable formality so to drive analysis and other automatic
tasks.

F3) Organizations (even in domains involving critical
systems) prefer semi-formal and generic ALs than
formal- and domain-specific ones like ADLs

I3) This result might reveal a misconception that ADLs are crucial in specific domains
like safety-critical systems. If such ALs do not effectively support communication
among stakeholders in a simple way, such ALs are neglected and replaced by less
formal ones.

F4) Extensibility is needed I4) Practitioners need better support for extending a language and extensions are
seldom reused across projects. This draws open research directions in modular and
extensible ALs.

F5) Tool support is fine but should provide features
to support collaboration and more flexible architect-
ing.

I5) Practitioners, mostly, do not require technical features for verification, code
generation or the like. They do require generic features, integrating configuration
management or supporting collaboration, informal free-hand sketching, combining
text and graphics. Research is needed to investigate these features that better help
architects and developers in their everyday job, in their brainstorming meetings and
collaborating in a team.

F6) Heavyweight and complex ALs often deter prac-
titioners

I6) A good combination of features fulfilling practitioners’ needs is crucial for
adoption, and closing the gap between industry and academia.

F7) Selecting an AL is not driven by specific system/-
domain characteristics, but depends on the presence
of competencies, tool- and community support

I7) This result partly discredits a belief commonly shared in the research community,
namely that an AL is selected based on the system to be realized or its application
domain.

F8) Most important requirements of an AL are firstly
design, followed by communication (also said to be
the most unsatisfactory) followed by analysis. Code
generation is not often required. Link to require-
ments (elicitation and specification) is important as
well

I8) These results help prioritize research in ALs.

F9) Practitioners ranked the features provided by the
(existing) ALs that they use (both past and future
projects)

I9) The ranking (given in Table 11) provides an overview of the levels of satisfaction
the practitioners have with their ALs. This is a further source for reflection.

TABLE 1
Main findings and implications of our study

ALs. We designed a questionnaire and associated in-
terview guide, including a set of open questions, to
address RQ1. We also asked participants to rank a list of
features to address RQ2. In designing the study we pay
special attention in selecting interviewees that represent
small, middle, and large organizations and involved in
software architecture description.

Our analysis produced two overall findings that are
summarized in the first two rows of Table 1, and a
number of more detailed results associated with clusters
of questions; they are summarized in the remainder of
Table 1. Those findings bring two general messages for
future research in-the-field: they are the implications I1
and I2 that are summarized in the first two rows on the
column Implications of Table 1.

It is important to note that this study depicts the
current adoption of ALs by practitioners. The study does
not specifically outline the influences that past research
had on the developments of ALs. For example, we note
that AL research of the 90’s influenced the definition of
UML 2.0, which includes notions of architectural com-

ponents, connectors, ports, substructure, port bindings,
etc. that were first introduced in early ALs such as
Acme [23]. Similarly, AADL [24] was influenced by both
Meta-H [25] and Acme [23]. This should be taken into
account while reading the outcomes of the survey.

A comprehensive view of the ALs adoption requires
to consider the entire adoption curve for ALs. Redwine
and Riddle [26] proposed a model that describes the
characteristics of maturing software technologies. They
reviewed a number of software technologies, they found
that it typically takes 15-20 years for a technology to be
ready for popularization, and they identified six phases:
(a) Basic research; (b) Concept formulation; (c) Devel-
opment and extension; (d) Internal Enhancement and
exploration; (e) External Enhancement and exploration;
(f) Popularization.

Mary Shaw [27] elaborated the model proposed by
Redwine and Riddle [26] with the aim to assess the
progress of the software architecture area toward ma-
turity. This work, published in 2001, identifies software
architectures into the phase of Development and extension
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and that Enhancement and exploration are beginning in
earnest. Today we are still into the Enhancement and
exploration phases and the phase of Popularization is
beginning.

This survey reflects the point of view of practitioners
that could help the adoption of ALs. The outcomes of our
survey challenge recurring and well established beliefs
of what architectural description tools should provide.
At the same time, our findings provide inspiration and
reflection for future research in architectural languages
to better match the demands from industry. As such,
outcomes can be seen as potential guidelines for envi-
sioning the next generation of ALs to be used to better
support architects in their everyday job.

1.4 Paper Outline

The paper is organized as follows. After discussing
related work and clarifying our terminology around the
notion of architectural languages (in Section 2), Sec-
tion 3 explains our research methodology in designing
the survey, followed by the description of the survey
participants and survey outcomes (in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively), then discussed in Section 6. Limitations
and threats to validity are discussed in Section 7, while
Section 8 concludes this paper.

2 ARCHITECTURAL LANGUAGES

Many languages have been proposed for specifying
and analyzing software architectures (e.g., [16], [28],
[29]). They have been referred to as architecture de-
scription languages, as canonical architectural languages,
as architecture definition languages, and so on. These
terms, however, have different meanings in different
contexts. In order to avoid terminology misinterpreta-
tion, throughout this paper we use the term Architectural
Language (or AL) to refer to any form of expression used for
architecture description, being it formal, informal, box-and-
line, model-based. We instead use the term Architecture
Description Language (or ADL) to refer to a subset of
ALs, and specifically to all those languages explicitly re-
ferred to as ADLs by their inventors (without entering on
the merit of such a terminology). We refer to industry ad-
hoc ALs to mean all those ALs that have been originated
by industries and standardization bodies in the context
of a specific project. We refer to UML and UML-based
notations to identify UML and the UML profiles defined
to model software architectures.

Classically, ALs have been classified into three broad
categories: box-and-line informal drawings, formal archi-
tecture description language, and UML-based languages.
Box-and-line have been for a long time the only means
for describing SAs. While providing useful documen-
tation, the level of informality limited the usefulness
of the architecture description[30], [1]. Basically, what
was needed at that time was a more rigorous way for
describing SAs.

As a result, a thread of research on formal ALs has
been carried out, leading to the definition of tens of
different ALs. Several formal ALs have been proposed,
each characterized by different conceptual architectural
elements, different syntax or semantics, focusing on a
specific operational domain, or only suitable for different
analysis techniques (e.g., [24], [31], [32], [33]). However,
these efforts have not seen the desired adoption by
industrial practice. Some reasons for this lack of industry
adoption have been analyzed in [17], [18], [19], [20],
[21]: formal ALs have been rarely integrated in the
software life-cycle, they are seldom supported by mature
tools, scarcely documented, focusing on very specific
needs, and leaving no space for extensions enabling the
addition of new features.

As a way to overcome some of those limitations, UML
has been indicated as a possible successor of existing
ADLs. Many proposals have been presented to use
and extend UML 1.x to model software architectures
(e.g., [34], [13], [14], [35], [36], [37], [38], [39]), and then
many others for extending UML 2.x. While UML 2.x has
introduced many new concepts to make it more suitable
for architectural description, still many extensions have
been proposed to cater for specific concerns [40], [41],
[42], [43].

ALs have been also historically classified into two
generations [12]. A “first generation” going from 1990
to 2000 had the main purpose to design an ideal AL [44]
to support components and connectors specification and
their overall interconnection [1], [44], as well as com-
position, abstraction, reusability, configuration, hetero-
geneity, and analysis [45]. In the “second generation”
of ALs, going from 2000 up to now, new requirements
emerged to deal with the increasing complexity of mod-
ern systems [46], [29]. They provide modeling support
for configuration management, distribution, and product
lines. Structural specifications have been integrated with
behavioral ones [47], [48] with the introduction of many
formalisms such as pre- and post-conditions, process
algebras, statecharts, POSets, CSP, π-calculus, and oth-
ers [16].

3 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

The main purpose of this study is to explore the lan-
guage features that are needed by practitioners to de-
scribe software architectures.

This study is organized in four phases. In Phase 1
we identify existing ALs for finding practitioners to be
interviewed. We want to reach those industrial software
architects who have been exposed to architecture de-
scription languages. In Phase 2 we identify the target
population we want to involve in our survey, i.e., the
communities that can provide the information we seek in
our study. In Phase 3 we design and carry out the survey
to elicit information from the participants. In Phase 4 we
analyze the data we obtained from the survey.
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3.1 Phase 1 - ALs Identification
The first phase of our study is to define the set of ALs
we intend to study. The two steps performed to select
ALs were:
Definition of a preliminary set of ALs. In this step, we
talked to software architecture researchers and experts
and searched papers published in software architecture
conferences, journals, and events. As a result of this
phase we identified 57 ALs2.
Systematic search. In this step, we defined Google
Scholar3 and Microsoft Academic Search4 queries to aug-
ment the list of notations in step (1). Google Scholar and
Microsoft Academic Search search both the Internet and
scientific digital libraries. We explicitly included non-
scientific publications to identify industry ALs. Listing 1
shows an example of Microsoft Academic Search query.
We searched for documents published after 1991 because
it is well-known that the concept of ADL did not exist
before that year. This query performed on the Computer
Science domain returned a list of 102 references5.

1 ADL architecture description language year>=1991

Listing 1. Example of Microsoft Academic Search query

The query used in Google Scholar produced 10,800
hits. Listing 2 shows a refinement of the query that
produced a list of 2,730 hits6.

2 ADL “architecture description language”

Listing 2. Example of Google Scholar query

In this search process we discovered that another
community uses the term ADL to refer to languages
for specifying the architecture for retargetable compi-
lation [49]. As this community is clearly out of our
scope, we refined the search query excluding results
that contain names of approaches that fall in this other
domain, such as EXPRESSION ADL, Valen C, etc. The
query is shown in Listing 3. The execution of the query
resulted in 1,930 hits.

3 ADL “architecture description language” −“EXPRESSION ADL” −“
↪→Valen C” −MIMOLA−nML −ARC−Axys −RADL−Tensilica −
↪→MDES−TDL −Flexware −HMDES−PRMDL−Maril −CSDL

Listing 3. Refined Google Scholar query

The list of 57 ALs produced in step (1) is enriched by
the 120 ALs found in step (2) 7. This output is used in
Phase 2 to build the community of practitioners target
of our survey.

3.2 Phase 2 - Planning the Survey
The community of practitioners is built by following a
process composed of three steps as shown in Figure 1.

2. The list of ALs is shown at http://goo.gl/e6vda. Initial ALs
are shown in light blue.

3. Google Scholar website: http://scholar.google.com.
4. Microsoft Academic Search website: http://academic.research.

microsoft.com.
5. Query was performed on July 4, 2011.
6. The queries were performed on July 4, 2011.
7. The complete list of ADLs can be found at: http://goo.gl/e6vda.

Fig. 1. Planning the survey: selection of the population

Step 1: we extracted the names of the authors from
the scientific papers, white papers, and technical reports
that had been identified in Phase 1. We contacted these
authors by email with the aims to (a) extract useful
information about the ALs and (b) to build a community
of practitioners.

First of all we removed from the list of ALs those that
do not have tool support since these ALs cannot be used
in industrial settings. We obtained this information about
the lack of tool support directly from the papers or from
email responses by AL proposers. Some AL proposers
explained that building a tool is their future work. Out
of 120 ALs, we excluded (a) 19 ALs that do not have any
tool support; (b) 2 ALs (going back to the early 90s) have
been named in some papers but we could not find any
further description anywhere; (c) the research papers of
2 ALs were in Chinese. Consequently, we considered the
remaining 97 ALs8.

By considering the paper authors of these 97 ALs,
three different groups of people emerge: (i) industrial
experts who wrote a relevant paper, (ii) academic re-
searchers who wrote a relevant paper with some in-
dustrial validation, and (iii) academic researchers who
wrote a relevant paper with no industrial validation. We
contacted these three different groups of people asking
them for their involvements in our study.
(i) Industrial experts who wrote a relevant paper: we found
33 papers containing industrial experts as authors. These
papers describe 23 different ALs. We directly contacted
industrial experts asking if they are available for an
interview. We asked also a reference to contact any other
practitioner potentially interested in this study. We call
these invitees paper authors, or PAs.
(ii) Academic researchers who wrote a relevant paper with
some industrial validation: we found 13 papers that show
an industrial validation of an AL or of an approach that
makes use of an AL. These papers describe 11 different
ALs (two of them are also used and described in papers
containing industrial experts as authors). We contacted
the authors of these papers asking for a reference contact
within the company in which the approach presented in
the paper has been validated. Our general intent is to
interview industrial partners of the authors to gain a
better insight on the usage of ALs. We asked also for
any further industrial contact potentially interested in

8. The 97 ALs can be found at http://goo.gl/e6vda marked with
white rows.
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this study.
(iii) Academic researchers who wrote a relevant paper with
no industrial validation: we found 68 papers that have
no industrial validation. These papers cover 65 ALs;
however two of them are also taken into account by
papers with industry authors. We contacted these au-
thors to ask if they can provide further information about
the validation of the AL considered in the papers. We
also asked to interview their industrial partners and any
further industrial contact potentially interested in this
study.

In summary, we sent 369 emails to these three groups
and we obtained the following results:

• 110 persons replied;
• 77 persons did not reply directly, but they were in

CC (Carbon Copy) to emails replied by their co-
authors, then they are aware.

• 59 email addresses do not exist anymore;
• 123 persons never replied;
Among the 110 answers, 15 persons indicated their

willingness to be interviewed or to fill in the question-
naire. All of these 15 practitioners belong to the PA
group. (see Step 1 of Figure 1).
Step 2: in addition to these people we contacted 63
people from our industrial contacts and 15 of them were
available to be interviewed or to fill in the questionnaire.
We call IC - Industrial Contact - this set of practitioners
(see Step 2 of Figure 1).
Step 3: we recruited 18 people from both members and
guests of the IFIP Working Group 2.109, and members
of the following mailing lists: ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 stan-
dard10, and IASA (An Association for all IT Architects)11.
We call OT - Other - this set of practitioners (see Step
3 of Figure 1). Step 3 resulted in a population of N=48
industrial contacts.
Summary: to every contact we proposed either to be
interviewed by phone or to fill in the questionnaire (as
a second choice).

Fig. 2. Population involvement

As shown in Figure 2, 12 people of group PA de-
cided to be interviewed, while the remaining 3 people
preferred to fill in the questionnaire. Of group IC, 13
people chose to be interviewed and 2 decided to fill in
the questionnaire. All 18 practitioners of group OT filled

9. http://www.ifip.org/bulletin/bulltcs/memtc02.htm#wg210
10. http://www.iso-architecture.org/ieee-1471/
11. http://www.iasaglobal.org/iasa/Chile.asp

in the questionnaire. In summary, 48 practitioners par-
ticipated in the survey, 25 participants were interviewed
and 23 participants filled in the questionnaire.

3.3 Phase 3 - Designing the survey
The main purposes of our study are to understand which
and how ALs are used in the software industry, why
some ALs are not used in practice, and what are the
missing AL features according to practitioner’ needs. In
this survey, we ask participants 51 questions: 42 are open
questions and the rest are guiding questions. The open
questions allow them to freely discuss their individual
experiences. The questionnaire and the interview are
structured identically. There are seven sections (a-g) and
its flow is shown in Figure 3. Each block in Figure 3,
except for eliciting company and personal information,
is labeled with the research questions it aims to address
(see Section 1.3). The seven questionnaire sections are12:
Introduction: We explain the purpose of our study,
which is to investigate the use of notations and languages for
architecture descriptions (called Architectural Languages or
ALs) in practice. We disclose the investigators privacy and
other administrative information. We provide general
information about the study and the definitions of the
terminology that we use. These definitions include soft-
ware architecture and architecture description based on
the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 standard. A Software Architec-
ture is defined as “the fundamental organization of a system,
embodied in its components, their relationships to each other
and the environment, and the principles governing its design
and evolution (ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010)”. An architecture de-
scription language is defined as “a form of expression used
for architecture description (ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010). It may
be a formal language (like Acme, Darwin, AADL), a UML-
based notation, as well as any other means you may have
used to describe a software architecture”. It is important
to notice that, while the questionnaire used the term
ADL as defined above, this paper uses a more organized
terminology, as already introduced in Section 2.
Company info (a.1-a.3): In this section, we ask the
participants about their experiences and their organi-
zations. We ask for the size of their organization, the
number of architects within the organization, and if their
organization recognizes software architect as a distinct
professional figure.
Personal info (b.1-b.5): For personal information, we ask
how long a participant has been with the organization
and in software development, the current role, work ac-
tivities and the type of projects in which a participant is
involved. This information allows us to understand the
working environment of the participant and to analyze
demographical information about the participants.
Generic questions on the current use of software
architecture descriptions (c.1-c.5): We expect that there
are different ways to describe a software architecture,

12. The full questionnaire may be found at http://www.di.univaq.
it/malavolta/files/ADLsurveyQuestionnaire.pdf.
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Fig. 3. Interview and questionnaire flow

including a mix of formal, semi-formal and informal no-
tations based on different circumstances. In this section,
we ask participants how they document their architec-
ture and also which kind of architectural information
is important for them. We firstly ask participants what
are the three most important information that matter to
them with respect to describing software architecture.
Then we ask them whether they need to analyze their
architecture model semantically and whether they need
to generate code from their models. We also ask if there is
any need to use a formal notation in the documentation
of their systems. We ask the participants if they use semi-
formal languages (such as UML) as an organizational
standard to document their software architecture. Partic-
ipants are asked to list all the notations they use within
the organization. We then ask how many people in the
organization use ALs, and if UML is used in some way
within the organization.
AL Usage (d.1-d.27) In this part of the survey, we ask
practitioners if they have used an AL in the past, if they
are currently using an AL or if they never used an AL.
Then, we try to understand which ALs are used, and
how ALs are used in the software development life-cycle
(e.g., for analysis, code generation, etc.). We then ask the
participants about the criteria for choosing their ALs and
AL limitations. We question participants if they model
architectural view(s), and in case which views they use.

In order to understand whether an AL is sufficiently
useful, we ask participants if they customize their ALs
to suit their needs. We also ask whether they use a
verification engine to verify architectural models, and
if they use their AL to capture and reuse architectural
styles and patterns. The use of tool is essential for using
an AL properly or effectively. To this respect, we ask
participants how satisfied they are with the AL tools they
are using, which features are missing from a tool and
what is unnecessary in the tool they use. Finally, we ask
what kind of representation (visual, textual, sketches) is
preferred.

Present/Past - for participants who use ALs in the past
or are currently using ALs.

1) General questions on your architecting practice with
ALs (d.1-d.4): We try to understand which ALs they

use or used and how they use or used the ALs.
2) AL-specific questions (d.5-d.14): Here we ask partic-

ipants to focus on one project they have been in-
volved in where using an AL. Then we ask specific
questions to understand details of their experience.

3) Technical questions (d.15-d.17): We ask technical
questions about used ALs, focusing on a single
experience.

4) Tool-related questions (d.18-d.24): We ask questions
that are related to AL tool support.

5) Only Past - Questions for architects using ALs only
in the Past (d.25-d.26): we want to understand why
participants do not use ALs.

Never - for participants who never use ALs (d.27) We ask
questions to understand why they never used ALs.
Usefulness of AL features in past and future projects
(e): Based on personal experience of the participants, we
want to know how important are some of the generic
features of ALs. As shown in Table 2, we have listed
twenty generic features as emerged from the conclusions
of [50], [12], [51] and based on our experience.

Tool support Support for collaborative architecting
Life-cycle wide support UML support
Support for iterative ar-
chitecting

Versioning

Extensibility Code reverse/forward engineering
Customization Textual syntax
Analysis Graphical syntax
Support for a library of
components, patterns,
etc.

Tree-based syntax

Support for multiple ar-
chitectural views

Sketch-based syntax

Interoperability with
other ALs

Support for the alignment of SA de-
scription with the implemented system

Architectural styles
support

Well-defined semantics

TABLE 2
Generic features of ALs

Then we asked the participants to rank them. The rank
is in a 5-point Likert scale, ranging from definitely not
useful to definitely useful.
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Concluding questions: In this section we seek any
additional information that participants would like to
add. We ask two open questions. Firstly, what are the
additional features that a participant may wish to see
in an AL. Secondly, if the participants would add any
comments on this study. These questions aim at catching
any issues that are important to a participant but are not
asked in the questionnaire.

3.4 Phase 4 - Analyzing the Data

To understand practitioners’ perceived strengths, lim-
itations and needs about existing industrial software
architecture modeling languages, we analyzed all the
data gathered from the respondents. The analysis re-
sulted in findings concerning AL usage, the role and
duties of the software architect in the organization, and
the usefulness of various AL features. The findings are
described in Section 5. In this section we describe how
we organized and analyzed the data we obtained from
the respondents.

We organized the various activities we carried on in
this phase of our study into five steps, namely: collection
of responses, data organization, vertical analysis & cod-
ing, horizontal analysis, and results & findings discovery.
Each activity focuses on a specific aspect of data analysis
and creates a building block towards the final discovery
of the relevant findings. In the following we will give a
high-level description of each activity.
Collection of responses. This initial step consists of
the collection of all respondent’s answers. Here we (i)
collected all the answers provided by respondents of the
online questionnaire as a set of spreadsheets, and (ii)
obtained all the recordings of the phone interviews. The
outcome of this step consists of a set of spreadsheets and
audio recordings.
Data organization. The main goal of this step is to
have a homogeneous representation of the collected data,
from the online questionnaire and the phone interview.
We firstly created a spreadsheet (called datasp) with a
structure fitting in the contents of both instruments; this
task was straightforward since we followed the structure
of the online questionnaire when making the phone
interviews. Basically, each column in datasp represents
a question in the online questionnaire, and each row
represents all the answers given by a specific respondent.
We then populate datasp with the answers from the
online questionnaire and the transcribed recordings of
the phone interviews. The transcription of the recordings
is word-for-word and has not been edited in any way.
Vertical analysis & coding. In this step we analyzed
the responses given to each question to find trends and
common perceptions about the specific topic raised by
the question.

At this point we had to distinguish between closed-
ended questions and open-ended ones. For closed-ended
questions such as a.3 or e, we statistically analyzed the
number of occurrences of a given response to draw

observations [52], [53], [54]. For open-ended questions
such as d.1, d.2, d.9, we interpreted the answers and
filtered the responses into categories. Each category is
composed of two pieces of information: a unique iden-
tifier to be statistical analyzed and a textual description
for defining the meaning of the category. Categories have
been attached to “chunks” of responses of varying size:
words, phrases, sentences, paragraphs, etc. Categories
came either from our research questions, concepts within
the software architecture area, key concepts that the
respondents brought into the study, etc. The set of cate-
gories evolved as additional responses were analyzed.

We used coding technique for qualitative data anal-
ysis [52]. Our main goal is to encode qualitative data
such as responses to the open-ended questions so that
quantitative and standard statistical data analyses can be
applied. In order to mitigate possible biases, the coding
procedure and its subsequent analysis have been per-
formed by two researchers; then, the obtained categories
have been checked by a third researcher. The outputs
of this step are: (i) the categorization of responses; (ii)
a description of the trends from the statistical analyses.
The results are reported in Tables 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9).
Horizontal analysis. In this step investigated the data
to explore possible relations across related questions. We
cross-tabulate and group the responses, and make com-
parisons between two or more nominal variables [54].
We have two goals in mind:

1) check consistency: we cross-analyzed different ques-
tions in order to make a sanity test of the given
responses. This analysis helped us in (i) spotting
issues in question d regarding the terminology used
in the questionnaire (see Section 7) and to mitigate
any issues accordingly, (ii) checking that all the
other questions were answered coherently;

2) verify hypotheses: while designing the questionnaire
we kept track of interesting relations that may
exist between the responses of different answers. In
this context, we used cross-tabulation as a planned
strategy for evaluating the actual existence of those
relations. This part of our analysis brought us into
interesting findings, such as F2, F3, and F4 in
Table 1.

Results & findings discovery. In this step we collected
the results of all the statistical analyses, we extracted key
findings and we organized them into a mind map. Then,
we set up a series of brain storming meetings in which
we discussed the points of the mind map and possible
unforeseen relations of the results. These meetings have
been carried out iteratively for both the vertical and
horizontal analyses to consolidate the results and the
categories defined in the previous analysis steps.

4 OVERVIEW OF SURVEY PARTICIPANTS

The participants of this survey are from 40 different
companies over 15 countries. Companies participating in
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the study are representative of both small-medium com-
panies (52%) and large organizations, the latter counting
1.000-4.999 employees (21%) and 5.000 employees or
above (27%).

The community of architects in such organizations
ranges from 1 (freelance consultants) to 5000 members
(large international organizations), with an average of
143 members. The role of an architect is understood in
broad terms, as an employee that is responsible for architect-
ing task’s. In 58% of the participating organizations do
recognize ‘software architect’ as a distinct professional
figure, while in 42% of the organizations software archi-
tects are only de-facto roles.

Fig. 4. Current role of participants, where: IR = Industrial
researcher, CO = Consultant, AR = Academic researcher,
SA = Software architect, SysA = System architect, EA
= Enterprise architect, SE = Software engineer, PM =
Project manager, MD = Modeler/designer, RE = Require-
ments engineer, DEV = Developer.

By analyzing the data represented in Figure 4, we
see that about 54% of the respondents declared to be
software architects, 19% are system architects and 10%
enterprise architects, for a total of 30 out of the 48 par-
ticipants. Other roles have been mentioned as reported
in the Figure. Of these, all academic researchers either
moved to academia after long-lasting industrial career,
or do research part-time. Many indicated multiple roles,
such as developer and software architect, or software
architect and consultant.

When asked about the industrial activities they per-
form, the respondents, which are all industrial people,
indicated to be involved in software production (87.5%),
research (29%) and training (12.5%) activities. Figure 5
further illustrates the activities overlap. Obviously, par-
ticipants often have more than one role (for this rea-

Fig. 5. Participants role (all participants are industrial),
where: Prod = people involved in production, Res =
people involved in research, and Train = people involved
in training activities.

son the sum of the percentages is more than 100%).
Respondents have experience in their current role from
between 6 months (with 8 years of software development
experience) to 20 years, with an average of about 7 years
of experience.

Participants of this study worked with different kinds
of systems. We grouped the kinds of systems based on
their critical nature as an indication of their (potential)
need for more or less formal ALs. We defined two main
groups of systems:

• Critical: they are characterized by the perceived
high severity of consequences that system failures
may cause13. They mainly have hard/strict timing
and/or reliability constraints.

• Non-critical: they are non-critical systems, and
mainly have soft timing or reliability constraints.

According to the above distinction, critical systems may
pertain to domains like automotive, avionics, defense
and homeland security, industrial automation, business
information, finance; whereas, non-critical systems may
concern media and entertainment, education, mail and
messaging, project management, and information sys-
tems in general.

The majority of the participants (about 62%) was
working exclusively on critical systems, while about 38%
of the participants was working on non-critical systems.
It is important to note also that 14% of the participants
were working on both critical and non-critical systems.
Projects in which participants are involved have a dura-
tion that spans from 6 months to 9 years, and the projects
involve team members spanning from 6 to 10000 people.

5 MAIN FINDINGS AND RESULTS

This section reports on the main results we extracted
from the collected data14. Following the questionnaire
structure described in Section 3.3, this section describes
the outcomes related to the five sections from c to g. In-
stead of providing a question-by-question reasoning, we
analyze clusters of questions, as described in Figure 6.

13. Definition provided by the steering committee of ISARCS, the
International Symposium on Architecting Critical Systems, http://
www.isarcs.org/

14. The raw data on which this article is based can be found at http:
//goo.gl/XpiKi
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Fig. 6. Clusters of questions

We identified two main findings (bringing an overall
message to the reader) and a list of detailed results
coming from the analysis of each cluster of questions
(bringing reflection on specific needs for AL features).
The two main findings are summarized here below and
discussed in Section 6.

1) Extrovert versus introvert nature of architects role:
ALs need to be simple and intuitive enough to
communicate the right message to the stakeholders
involved in the architecting phase (extrovert), but
they shall also enable formality so to drive analysis
and other automatic tasks (introvert).

2) All top used ALs have been originated in industry: The
three top-ranked ALs used in industry (AADL [24],
ArchiMate [55], and industry ad-hoc notations)
sum up to 41% among all the ALs. This lets us
conclude that, based on our study population, the
top used ALs in industry are those introduced by
industrial researchers and practitioners.

The following sections report on the analysis of
each cluster of questions in Figure 6. For each cluster
we include a Table summarizing the results of each
question, as well as the discussion of the cluster.
Whenever appropriate the discussion refers back to the
two findings described above.

5.1 Current use of SA descriptions

Table 3 reports the answers to questions of the group “c.
Generic questions on the current use of software architecture

c.1) Question: What are the three most important information
that concern you during architecture design?
Answers: Respondents identify the characteristics of the
system to be developed (72.3%), the requirements coming
from the context of the system being developed with possi-
ble external constraints (such as time, budget, stakeholders
expectations, business goals, state of the art, state of legacy
systems, other systems to integrate with) (61.7%), and the
definition of functional and extra-functional requirements
(36.2%).

c.2) Question: Do you have the need to analyze your architecture
description semantically or to generate code? Are there any
needs for documenting your architecture design using a
formal notation?
Answers: 63% of respondents have the need to analyze
architecture descriptions semantically. The kind of analyses
that the subjects named in the answers are: (i) data flow
analysis, (ii) run-time dependencies analysis, (iii) perfor-
mance, (iv) scalability, (v) security, (vi) requirements analysis
(from either informal specifications or UML models), (vii)
simulation, (viii) finding design flaws, (ix) change impact
analysis, (x) cost/value analysis. The main reasons why some
other subjects do not feel the need for semantic analysis or
code generation (37% of participants) are: (i) architecture de-
scriptions are too abstract, and their formal description may
become too complex; (ii) architecture descriptions are used
only for documentation and communication; (iii) analyses
are done manually, i.e., manual reviews.

c.3) Question: Do you use standard notations (for example UML,
Visio stencils, a formal language, etc.) for describing architec-
ture design in your organization? If the answer is yes, please
list the standard notations you use. If the answer is no, please
describe if this could be a limitation for you and how you
specify architectural descriptions of the system-of-interest.
Answers: In general, 90% of the respondents indicated that
they do use organization-wise standard notations, while 10%
do not. In particular, we analyzed the level of formality of
the standard notations, and we found that about 21% of the
respondents’ organizations use formal notations (including
AADL, SDL languages, Simulink), 93% use semi-formal
notations (like UML and company-specific UML profiles,
SysML, ArchiMate), and 38% use informal ones (i.e., box
and lines notations eventually in MS Word/PowerPoint,
and Visio stencils). We also analyzed the standard nota-
tions according to their domain specificity. We defined two
groups: generic, meaning any notation not bound to a spe-
cific domain, like UML as is; and domain-specific, including
domain-specific languages (e.g., AADL) and domain-specific
UML profiles (e.g., SysML, MARTE). We found that 88%
of the organizations use generic notations, while 44% use
domain-specific notations. Clearly, some organizations (33%)
use them both, not necessarily in the same project.

c.4) Question: To your knowledge, how many people in your
organization use ADLs?
Answers: 31.5% declare that the number of between 1 - 9
people use ALs in their organization; 22.9% of respondents
say that nobody use ALs in their organization; 22.9% of
organizations have between 10-99 people using ALs; 14.9%
of organizations have 100-above people using ALs.

c.5) Question: UML can be considered as a de-facto industry
standard for documenting software architectures. How do
you relate your work to UML? Do you use it in some way?
Answers: Respondents say that UML is mainly used for:
(i) describing implementation details of the system, (ii) de-
scribing the architecture from a high-level point of view,
(iii) documenting and detailing specific parts of the system,
(iv) documentation purposes, (v) modeling the allocation
of logical elements to deployment elements, (vi) tracing
requirements (just one case), (vii) dividing the system into
components, and (viii) describing use cases. 95% of the
respondents use structural diagrams, 61.9% use behavioral
diagrams, and finally, 57.1% make use of both structural and
behavioral diagrams.

TABLE 3
Questions on the current use of SA descriptions.
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descriptions”. In the results, we observe that by far orga-
nizations mostly use semi-formal and generic notations.
These results go to the cost of formal- and domain-
specific notations like ADLs. Apparently, organizations
opt more for notations that are not specialized for their
specific application domain. This is surprising as most
organizations in our survey work with critical systems
and we expect that they are more likely to use such
formal/domain-specific notations.

5.2 Use of ALs in any project

5.2.1 Architecting practice with ALs
This cluster of questions (see Table 4) raises one of the
main findings described in Section 5: top used ALs have
been produced by industry, i.e., industrial adoption of

d.1) Question: Which ADLs did or do you use? If you use(d)
many, please list them.
Answers: 86% of the respondents’ organizations make use of
UML or a UML profile. 9.3% make use of ad-hoc or in-house
languages. Apart from ad-hoc languages, the most used ALs
are AADL [24] (16.3%), ArchiMate [55] (11.63%), Rapide [56]
(6.98%), and EAST-ADL [57] (4.65%). Moreover, only 6/48
respondents use ADLs exclusively, 17 mix ADL & UML, and
20 UML exclusively.

d.2) Question: In general, when you use an ADL on a project,
what is your workflow? For example, brain storming on
whiteboard/paper, then translation into the ADL; describe
the SA directly in the ADL tool; etc. . .
Answers: ALs are usually used iteratively, each iteration
aiming to refining the current architecture description. Also,
when the use of an AL is coupled with brainstorming
activities, the obtained AL specification is proposed to all
participants of brainstorming sessions and refined. It is im-
portant to emphasize that only one respondent declares to
start from requirements; all other respondents take design as
input.

d.3) Question: How do you check that the system-of-interest
conforms to the architecture description?
Answers: While 20 (out of 31, ≈65%) respondents use infor-
mal reviews to check architecture compliance, there is a fair
distribution of inputs used to do the checking (from informal
documentation, to formal executable models, to test cases).
Similarly, checking activities concern any type of software
life cycle phase (backward for requirements compliance and
forward for code inspection).

d.4) Question: Do you use specific architectural styles while
designing a software architecture? If the answer is yes, please
name which styles, how their constraints are enforced on
architecture descriptions, and if the used ADL and its tool
support the style. If the answer is no, please describe why
you do not consider architectural styles.
Answers: About 62% of the respondents declare to use archi-
tectural styles (21 respondents). Among the others declaring
not to use an architectural style, 2 respondents explain that
they use either external patterns or reference architectures,
and 3 respondents declare to use an AL that imposes certain
elements and enforces them into a particular paradigm.
Overall, about 76% of the respondents declare to use either
an architectural style, or certain patterns and AL-imposed
constraints. It is interesting to observe that both respondents
using and not using architectural styles explain that there
must be the freedom to flexibly choose the most appropriate
style for the specific project/system rather than adopt a
pre-defined style for the domain. This flexibility seems to
generally hold also when ALs enforce architectural styles
(in which cases the language should be customizable to the
needs).

TABLE 4
General questions on your architecting practice with ALs.

ALs produced by academia is minimal. Moreover, we
can notice that UML is largely (86%) used in industry to
represent software architectures.

5.2.2 Use in practice of ALs – technical aspects

Answers to this cluster of questions (see Table 5)
highlight some technical aspects about the use of ALs

d.15) Question: If the question makes sense in your context,
have you ever extended (or customized) the ADL in your
projects? If the answer is yes, please describe what (and
how) you extend the ADL. If the answer is no, describe
why you never extended or customized the ADL.
Answers: About 68% of the respondents extended the ALs
they used by adding new views (about 48%) or constraints
(13%), or both. Some respondents further explained that
the extension in some cases is just informal (17%), in
some others is for analysis purposes and concerns both
the language and its supporting tool (26%). Pre-existing
extension mechanisms are used in 35% of those cases where
respondents answered ‘yes’ to d.15; when pre-existing ex-
tension mechanisms are used, new high-value language
features (i.e., new features that may evolve the language
towards the whole company needs, and not just simply
language decorations) are introduced. About 32% of the
respondents used ALs ‘as is’ with no extensions. Reasons
mentioned are: because there was no perceived need (55%)
or because there were insufficient resources to do so (18%).

d.16) Question: Do you use facilities to interact with verification
engines? If the answer is yes, please describe which facil-
ities you use and how you use them. If the answer is no,
please describe why you are not using those facilities.
Answers: About 76% of the respondents do not use fa-
cilities to interact with verification engines. Most of the
participants seem not to need it (69%). Some people link
this to the use of high-level architecture descriptions that
would not be suitable in any case also because it is not ev-
ident the return on investment; other respondents have no
knowledge about verification engines. Some participants
(15%) motivate this to the lack of suitable tools. 24% of
the respondents (8 respondents) that do use verification
engines carry out verification to check for performance or
various dependability properties. Some carry out model or
property checking. Most make use of engines external to
the SA modeling environment (62,5%) and some refer to
engines that are part of the modeling environment (37,5%).
In fact, using one or the other (or both) seems to be due to
what is available on the market rather than on preferences:
no opinion was evident from the answers. By looking
at what verification engines are used for, two specific
properties emerge, namely performance and dependability
(including reliability, availability, safety, and security).

d.17) Question: How do you relate your approach for architect-
ing to the concept of reuse? For example, specify if you
use a repository of components definitions, styles, patterns,
which concepts you reuse more, or how often you reuse
architectural elements.
Answers: Reuse is of the essence in software development.
Nonetheless, to our surprise about 38% of the respon-
dents declare either not to focus on reuse during their
architecting activities and about 12% declare to do some
kind of informal, unorganized reuse (e.g., copy-and-paste).
Relatively few respondents (about 68%) do apply explicit
reuse mechanisms in their practice: most of them (29%)
reuse components definitions/realizations; others mention
mechanisms such as product line engineering methods
(6%), reuse of architecture descriptions (21%), architectural
patterns (9%), design decisions and other architectural
knowledge (15% - sometimes with the help of wiki’s).

TABLE 5
Technical questions
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d.18) Question: How satisfied are you with ADL tools you use? Why?
Answers: Levels of satisfaction vary: on the positive side 46% declare to be satisfied, 9% very satisfied (a total of 55%). On the
negative side, 21% are dissatisfied and 12% are very dissatisfied (for a total of 33%). About 12% are neutral. Many respondents
declare that tools provide insufficient support for graphical representation or they are too generic and not aligned with their specific
domain/process. For many UML users, tools are too complex and heavy. For other respondents, however, verification-related tools
are satisfactory even if they need building tool-specific usage skills. Users of informal tools (Visio, etc.) are generally satisfied. In
some cases, tools are positively perceived while the supported languages are criticized. Interestingly, both satisfied and dissatisfied
respondents ground their (positive or negative) motivation on three main classes of features: extensibility, fitness to the system to be
modeled, and graphical drawing capabilities. On the positive side, these three classes naturally emerge as relevant criteria driving
tool development and evaluation.

d.19) Question: Do the tools miss some facility that you consider important for your activities? Which ones?
Answers: 29 respondents filled this question. Of these, only 4 respondents (14%) have all tool facilities they need in their architecting
practice. The remaining 25 respondents (86%) require tool features that are missing (see Figure 7), the top-most being analysis and
simulation support (24%), better visualization (17%), and usability (17%). About 21% of the respondents consider the integration
of the tool with other development environments/tools (here included documentation generation, and link to requirements and
implementation) a missing facility. About 17% of the respondents say that current tools lack facilities that allow designers to specify
the system from different viewpoints and to generate new views from an existing system.

d.20) Question: Do the tools provide some facility that you consider unnecessary? Which ones?
Answers: About 68% of the respondents find all tool features necessary. Seven respondents (8%) indicate being overloaded with
features they do not personally use and would like to filter them out, or be prompted with features incrementally on need. We
could identify the following types of unnecessary features: too much/too formal semantics (not needed to communicate architectural
decisions with the client); too large scope (i.e., trying to support too much makes the tool too generic and hence it fails in representing
domain-specific aspects), code generation and project management.

d.21) Question: Do you use any facility for working in collaborative environments? If the answer is yes, please describe which facilities
you use and how many people in average collaborate on the software architecture description. If the answer is no, please describe
why you are not using those facilities.
Answers: Out of the 48 respondents, 16 mentioned that they use knowledge sharing platforms for managing and sharing information.
These tools include Microsoft SharePoint, wiki pages, etc. Since the respondents were non-specific about what type of information they
share, we assume that the information is about general software development. Eight respondents specifically mentioned that they use
version control system for managing software and programs. These tools include Topcased, CVS/SVN, Eclipse etc. Six respondents
mentioned that they use collaboration tools to manage their architecture models, some of the tools mentioned are IBM Rational Jazz,
SAVI etc. Three respondents said they did not use any collaboration tools, and fifteen respondents did not respond to this question.
For those respondents who discuss the management of architecture models, some have described that small number of writers work
on a part of the architecture model, but many readers share it. Collaboration on an architecture model ranges from a few people
to a few hundred people. From the responses, we derive three observations: (a) collaborative working on architecture description
has not been a major concern to architects, there has been no major issues reported by the respondents; (b) most respondents did
not respond to this question. For those who responded that they use a collaborative tool, they said they use it for collaboration on
software development, on top of architecture description; (c) a number of respondents commented that the use of collaborative tool
is limited, they either do not consider an issue, or their practices are immature to use a collaboration tool, or they simply use wikis
and web pages to share architecture descriptions.

d.22) Question: Do you use versioning to store and keep track of architecture descriptions? How do you use it?
Answers: It does not come as a surprise that about 82% of the respondents use some version control features to manage architecture
descriptions. About 18% do not use any version control for this purpose, and seem not to need it either. Version control practices
are mostly tool supported (53%), but about 18% use manual techniques (like file naming conventions). Two respondents use version
control built in the AL tool itself (this being Enterprise Architect and ArchiMate, respectively) and one respondent uses wiki versioning
features.

d.23) Question: Which kind of representation (concrete syntax) of ADLs do you use?
Answers: About 9% of the respondents use textual AL representations only, while 18% exclusively use visual ones; about 62% of
the respondents use them both. Moreover, next to visual or textual representations, about 38% also use tree-based representations,
and 32% use free-hand, informal ones.

d.24) Question: What is your opinion on the usefulness of the various kinds of representation (e.g., textual, visual) of ADLs?
Answers: It does not come as a surprise that in the majority of cases textual and visual representations go hand-in-hand, the former
complementing the latter. Moreover, textual representations are easier to version control, while visual representations are instrumental
to communicate high-level architectural information as well as to facilitate interaction with non-technical stakeholders. Representation
needs seem to concentrate on (traditional) visual modeling and (emerging) free-hand sketching tools. As a consequence, research in
ALs should concentrate on supporting these two representation paradigms.

TABLE 6
Tool-related questions

in practice: extensibility emerges as a relevant feature
of ALs. Formal verification is not commonly used in
practice and practitioners are not convinced about
the need of making verification. Finally, reuse is not
commonly performed during architecting activities.

5.2.3 Use in practice of ALs – associated tools

Table 6 reports answers to questions related to tools that
are associated to ALs. From their answers, the majority
of respondents are satisfied about tools. Nevertheless,
they point out also several missing features of existent

tools, as shown in Figure 7. Collaborative supporting
tools are quite common but mostly general purpose,
such as SVN. Respondents report a (not so surprising)
combination of textual and graphical representations,
and free-hand sketching modeling emerges as a promis-
ing research direction.

5.2.4 Why practitioners stopped using ALs?
In addition to questions d.1-d.24, we included two ques-
tions (d.25 and d.26) reserved to those participants that
declared to have used ALs in the past, but do not use
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Fig. 7. Missing features of the tool, where: DEV = Poor
link to implementation/code, DOC = Poor documentation
generation, REQ = Poor traceability to/from requirements,
SYNC = Hard to sync with info outside the tool, V P =
Poor support for multiple viewpoints, V G = No reverse
architecting support, AN = Better support for analysis,
GRAPH = Poor graphical representations, USAB = Poor
usability, PERM = Not permissive, COMPL = Incomplete,
INTEROP = No interoperability with other tools, LOCKIN
= Tool/vendor lock-in, CHAN = Poor support for managing
changes in the SA, NO = No missing features.

them anymore (see also arrow labeled ‘only Past’ in
Figure 3). The summary of their responses is given in
Table 7.

d.25) Question: If you used an ADL in the past, why you do not
use it anymore?
Answers: Only five respondents used ALs only in the past.
Only one brought a technical reason (being formal ALs too
formal for his purposes), while the remaining four simply
changed role or responsibilities.

d.26) Question: If you used an ADL in the past, can you please
list which were its positive and negative aspects?
Answers: The respondents further provided feedback on
the positive and negative aspects of the AL they even-
tually have used. On the negative side, four of them
consider formal ALs far too formal, requiring specialized
competencies for little benefits (bad for communication and
understandability). The fourth respondent is positive but
did not provide any elaboration.

TABLE 7
Using ALs in the past only

Among the reasons to stop using ALs, the formality of
some ALs is considered to be a relevant issue, important
enough to hinder the respondents using formal ALs in
future projects. This shows how different concerns (from
different stakeholders) drive selecting (or neglecting) the
AL to be used. Some respondents, while recognizing
the importance of unambiguous and common notations,
consider as a major problem the over-formalization as
well as the inability to model design decisions explicitly
in the AL. The following two quotes well express this
problem:

“On the positive side if you know the formal AL
well and use it correctly, it’s fairly unambiguous;
provides a common basis/language, to enable teams
of architects to collaborate. However, on the negative
side requires specialized skills and tools; tends to
be over-formal and “stiffening”, limiting creativity;
not typically understandable by business people,
so different representations of the solution will be
required anyway.”

“In my view, formal ALs tend to over-formalise the
description of systems. In general, they are very
precise to describe aspects of the system that are triv-
ial or uninteresting, whether the most interesting
discussions and design decisions are no documented
in the AL and we have to use a different notation.”

This result is in line with our first main finding,
highlighting the need to cover a combination of features
addressing different types of concerns for both external
communication and internal goals of architecting (once
again reflecting the extrovert-introvert nature of the role
of architects).

5.2.5 Why practitioners never used an AL?

Five practitioners declared to have never used an AL. For
such a case (shown by arrow labeled ‘Never’ in Figure 3)
our survey included four specific questions (in cluster
d.27) reported in Table 8. The aim is to understand the
reasons behind this decision, as a way to identify useful
insights for future research directions on ALs.

About 62% of the respondents did consider using an
AL but decided not to pursue this endeavor further,
while 38% of the respondents did not consider using any
AL. In the former case, motivation against using ALs
includes insufficient perceived ROI, too much formality,
too little support for communication, and absence of an
industrial standard. In the latter case, the general opinion
is that ALs are too heavyweight (referring to formal
ALs). Quoting one of the respondents:

“For me and my purposes (formal) ALs seem a bit
too heavy, too much effort to learn it. Currently, I
do not see a real benefit.”
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d.27) Question: Have you ever “considered” to use an ADL? If
the answer is yes, please answer questions d.27a, d.27b,
and d.27c. If the answer is no, please answer to question
d.27d.
Answers: About 62% of the (13) respondents that never
used an AL before, did consider using it.

d.27.a) Question: Why you (or your organization) decided not
to use ADLs? Please, answer to this question only if you
answered yes to question d.27.
Answers: The motivation against using ALs includes
insufficient perceived ROI (i.e., Return On Investment),
and too much formality (of formal AL) or too little sup-
port for stakeholder communication. Fewer participants
mentioned the absence of an industrial standard.

d.27.b) Question: Are there any ADL features the lack of which
influenced your decision? Please, answer to this question
only if you answered yes to question d.27.
Answers: As for the specific missing AL features, the
participants again mentioned tools support, usability, in-
tegrability and lack of standards.

d.27.c) Question: Are there any features that you would require
in an ADL? Please, answer to this question only if you
answered yes to question d.27.
Answers: Some additional AL features mentioned as
required are traceability and cross-view consistency.

d.27.d) Question: Why you (or your organization) never consid-
ered to use an ADL. Please, answer to this question only
if you answered no to question d.27.
Answers: For those participants who never even consid-
ered using an AL, the general opinion is that ALs are too
heavyweight (referring to formal ALs), again in terms of
required investments, effort, and formality.

TABLE 8
Never used AL

5.3 Use of ALs in one specific project
As discussed in Section 3 and as part of section “d. ADL
Usage (d.1-d.27)”, we also asked participants to focus on
their use of ALs in the context of one specific project
they worked on (see cluster of questions d.5 to d.14
in Figure 3). Our aim is to dig into details of recent
experience. By looking at the results summarized in
Table 9, we can draw the following observations.

First, the decisions leading to the selection of an AL
do not mainly depend on the specific domain. This result
discredits a belief commonly shared in the research com-
munity, namely that an AL is selected to fit at best the
system to be realized or its application domain. Instead,
what emerges from d.5 is that when selecting an AL the
presence of a pre-existing community or tool support,
and in-house competencies are the features that matter.

Second, Figure 8 illustrates that the most important
needs stakeholders want to be satisfied are support to
the design (d.6 and d.8), followed by communication and
then analysis (d.6).

The need for code generation seems to be case- or
project-specific: while in the specific context of question
d.6 there is almost no need for code generation, in question
c.2 (referring to AL use in general) practitioners iden-
tified it as a relevant feature. However, what emerges
from a qualitative data analysis is that the only need that
results in a good level of satisfaction is design, while for
other criteria the respondents are either not satisfied or
did not express any opinion.

Fig. 8. Type of needs, where: AN = Analysis, IMPL =
Implementation, COM = Communication, DES = Design,
PROC = Process, DOC = Documentation

The answers to d.7 reinforce the result emerging
from d.6, that is: the most important unsatisfactory need
is support for communication. While architecting is mainly
concerned with reasoning, tradeoff analysis and nego-
tiation of extra-functional properties with non-technical
stakeholders, ALs do not support at best this need. In
the same vein, the second most important unsatisfactory
need was about analysis, which again is confirmed by
the limitation in expressing extra-functional properties.
The data extracted from d.11 shows once again the
role of analysis of architecture descriptions. Analysis is
not only a need (as highlighted in d.6), but it is also
practiced by ≈74% of the interviewed practitioners. The
most important reason for analysis is to check for extra-
functional properties: when combining the results from
d.7 and d.11, it becomes evident that the insufficient ex-
pressiveness for extra-functional properties (considered
to be so relevant) turns to be a main limitation of current
ALs.

Third, the role of ALs for requirements engineering
emerges (d.8 and d.9): even if most of the respondents
use ALs in the design phase, 48% of the respondents
make use of ALs for inception and early elaboration
of requirements and focus on the conceptual phase of
architecting. Moreover, 84% of the respondents use an
AL before finalizing the requirements. However, ex-
cluding EAST-ADL, practitioners using (formal) ALs
do generally associate their use to situations in which
requirements are frozen. This would suggest that using
ALs for requirements engineering is in practice bound
to UML.
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d.5) Question: Based on which criteria did you choose the ADL? Please list them.
Answers: On the one hand, a major driver for AL selection is system/project specific: 28% of the respondents select the AL best
fitting with the system to be realized, the domain of the system, or the specific project/client needs. On the other hand, the other
three most important drivers (summing up to 50% of the respondents) are independent from the characteristics of the system/project
under development, and rather fit in the industrial context in which an AL has to function. These are: the existence of a community
providing AL-related support (25%), current architects/developers skills and competencies (25%), and tool support and costs (25%).

d.6) Question: Explain what have been your needs and to which degree the ADL satisfied your needs.
Answers: Surprisingly enough, the least important need (4 respondents, ≈12%) is for code generation and deployment support.
The same holds for process support (6 respondents, 18%). The most important need is design (22 respondents, ≈66%) followed by
communication- (12 respondents, ≈36%) and analysis support (10 respondents, ≈30%).

d.7) Question: Explain what are the possible limitations of the ADL you are using.
Answers: The two most recurrent identified limitations are related to the insufficient expressiveness for extra-functional properties
(12 respondents, ≈37,5%), and insufficient communication support for non-architects (8 respondents, 25%).

d.8) Question: In which phase(s) in the development life-cycle did you use the ADL?
Answers: Most respondents (94%) use ALs in the design phase. This is in line with previous answers, showing that the practitioners
using ALs exploit them for design purposes and are satisfied with the provided support. More interesting is the frequent use of
ALs for requirements engineering (48%).

d.9) Question: Did you use the ADL before the requirements are finalized? Please comment on that.
Answers: 85% of the respondents do use ALs also when requirements are not finalized. Those respondents mentioning canonical
ALs (or what we referred as ADLs) do generally associate their use to situations in which requirements are frozen, with only one
exception being EAST-ADL (which supports RE).

d.10) Question: Did you model the entire system with the ADL, or only part of it? Please comment on this.
Answers: From the responses it results that the system is modeled in full (at different levels of abstractions) or in parts with a
similar distribution (42% in both cases). Only one interviewee combines different modeling notations when needed. About 33%
of the respondents focus on relevant system concerns (and therefore system coverage depends on the scope of the concern itself),
while ≈30% focus on some subsystems only to limit complexity.

d.11) Question: Did you analyze the architecture description produced with the ADL? If the answer is yes, please describe which kind
of analysis was performed, and the needed skills to perform it. If the answer is no, please describe why you did not analyze
architecture descriptions.
Answers: About 74% of the respondents do analyze the SA modeled in ALs. Of these, 32% carries out analysis manually. Further,
the top-most reason for analysis is to check extra-functional properties (≈48%), followed by behavioral concerns (≈24%). Other
concerns are far less practiced (below 12%). The respondents that do not carry out any analysis are about 26% (in most of the cases
using the AL-based model for documentation purposes). Motivation for not carrying out analysis are no value perceived (≈44%),
ALs too limited/imprecise (≈44%) and lack of skills, competencies or available resources (≈11%).

d.12) Question: Did you generate code from architecture descriptions? If the answer is yes, please describe how you generate code from
SA descriptions (for example, what is the target language, if you generate the full system or not, etc.) If the answer is no, please
describe why you do not generate code from architecture descriptions.
Answers: About 62% of the respondents declare to do not generate code from architectural descriptions. Of the latter, ≈62% generate
glue code (or code for some system portions) and ≈23% generate the code of the complete system, while ≈15% use intermediate
notations for subsequent code generation. When provided, reasons brought for not generating code are: no need (≈38%), different
level of abstraction between SA description and target code (≈24%), and limited AL expressiveness (≈10%).

d.13) Question: Did you describe software architectures by means of multiple views? If the answer is yes, please answer questions d.13a
and d.13b. If the answer is no, please answer to question d.13c.
Answers: About 85% of the respondents declare to use multiple views for architectural description.

d.13.a) Question: Which kinds of view do you use? For example, structural, behavioral, financial, etc. Please, answer to this question only
if you answered yes to question d.13.
Answers: The types of views mentioned are: structural (≈76%), behavioral (48%), physical (45%) and conceptual (41%). Other views
are business-oriented (e.g., manpower allocation, strategies and costs - 31% of respondents mentioning them). All remaining views
have a significantly lower frequency. Overall, these responses confirm the general trend of mostly focusing on structural aspects.
Nonetheless, industrial practice covers aspects that are less common to canonical ALs. Above results show that behavioral, physical,
conceptual, and business aspects are fundamental, hence requiring coverage in the definition of ALs. This partially confirms the
theory put forward by Medvidovic et al. [12] on the need to extend the ALs scope with domain and business aspects.

d.13.b) Question: Do you use mechanisms for ensuring views consistency? How? Please, answer to this question only if you answered
yes to question d.13.
Answers: (Further on using multi-view architectural descriptions) About 59% of the respondents declare to use mechanisms to
ensure cross-view consistency. In fact, while 17% do not give details, the remaining 53% simply capture all system elements requiring
consistency into a single model, and ≈18% ensure consistency only partially by using standardized syntactic rules like naming
conventions. It is worth noting that 41% say that they do not use any explicit mechanism for checking views consistency. This
sometimes depends on the specific project. Of this latter set, ≈50% of the respondents check view consistency manually (i.e., with
no formal or formalized method).

d.13.c) Question: Why you do not use multiple views while architecting? Please, answer to this question only if you answered no to
question d.13.
Answers: Only five respondents, or 15%, do not describe SA with multiple views. Notwithstanding these relatively low numbers,
the responses give interesting research directions for multi-view support in future ALs. Indeed, two respondents do not use multiple
views because of the lack of tool support for visualization, presentation mechanisms, and incremental definition. This calls for better
research and development of tools and techniques. The remaining three respondents, however, do not see additional benefits in
using multiple views in their current practice (but envisage using them in the future). This could indicate more fundamental
problems requiring better research in the modeling needs.

d.14) Question: Did you use more than one ADL in your last project? If the answer is yes, how do you synchronize architecture
descriptions of the same system? If the answer is no, have you ever considered to use more than one ADL in a project? Please
comment on this.
Answers: About 79% of the respondents do not use multiple ALs within the same project. Most of them think that it would be
too complex (≈30%). Some do not actually see additional benefits (≈21%), or never consider using them (≈21%), or they do not
have the resources to manage multiple ALs (≈17%). The rest either never considered the option, or do not have the resources to
do so. Only ≈21% of the respondents use multiple ALs to describe the same system: some use them for transformation purposes,
while the others either keep the different representations independent or keep them aligned by using predefined rules.

TABLE 9
AL-specific questions for one project
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Overall, it is difficult to find a solution that can match
with all the needs. As quoted from one of the respon-
dents:

“There is no perfect technology solution, you just
choose which has the most convenient balance be-
tween the good things it provides and the problems
it solves. If the balance is positive, you choose that
solution, even if it has some flaw (e.g., first versions
of Visio were horrible, but they used it because
even if it crashed a lot of times, it never destroyed
diagrams).”

5.4 Usefulness of AL features in past projects and
for future projects
So far we have discussed the results related to our first
research question (about what industry would need from
an AL). To answer our second research question (about
the features supported by existing ALs) we asked the
participants to rank what AL features they think are
useful for their past projects, and what features would be
useful for future projects. The asked question is reported
in Table 10.

e) Question: Based on your experience, assess the usefulness
of the following list of ADL features. Please, assess both
their usefulness in past projects (table column “useful in past
projects”) and their possible usefulness for future projects
(table column “useful for future projects”).

TABLE 10
Usefulness of AL features in past and future projects

The list of features have been defined based on the
analysis of the ALs identified in Phase 1 of our study. The
ranking is between -2 (definitely not useful) to +2 (defi-
nitely useful). Responses are summarized in Table 11.

We analyzed those features that we considered “def-
initely useful” (i.e., the features that are graded +2 by
at least ten participants, i.e., 25% of the participants).
We have found that seven AL features are considered
to be useful in past projects. They are, (i) tool support
(Tool); (ii) support for iterative architecting (ItArch); (iii)
analysis (An); (iv) support for multiple architectural
views (Views); (v) versioning (Vers); (vi) graphical syntax
(GrapSy); (vii) well-defined semantics (Sem).

When participants are asked what features they would
find useful for their future projects, we have found
twelve AL features considered definitely useful. These
twelve features include the seven features already re-
ported to be definitely useful, indicating that on top
of the success they had with those seven features, they
desire to have five more features. These additional five
AL features are: (i) life-cycle wide support (Life-cycle); (ii)
extensibility (Ext); (iii) support for collaborative archi-
tecting (Collab); (iv) textual syntax (TextSy); (v) support
for the alignment of SA description with the imple-
mented system (CodeA1). Amongst the most important
features, tool support, support for iterative architecting
and support for multiple architectural views stand out.

Figure 9 provides a different view of the usefulness of
past and future AL features. It illustrates AL usefulness
weighted by the number of responses (per feature) and
the relative ranks (between -2 and +2) expressed by each
participant.

We have further analyzed the results by segregating
those participants who used ADLs (as defined in Sec-
tion 2) and those who use non-ADL ALs. We have found
that they differ in opinions on the support for multiple
architectural views. The ADL users on average think
that architectural view is less useful, whereas the non-
ADL AL users think it to be very useful. The difference
between the two groups is statistically significant when
they consider their past and future projects (F=8.364,
p=0.007 and F=11.326, p=0.002, respectively). It is an
indication that the ADL users focus on a single aspect
of a design, whereas the non-ADL group needs to use
multiple view to represent different aspects of an archi-
tecture design.

Fig. 9. Usefulness of AL features in past projects and
for future projects, where: Tool = Tool support, Life-cycle
= Life-cycle wide support, ItArch = Support for iterative
architecting, Ext = Extensibility, Custom = Customization,
An = Analysis, Lib = Support for a library of components,
patterns, etc., Views = Support for multiple architec-
tural views, Inter = Interoperability with other other ALs,
Styles = Architectural styles support, Collab = Support
for collaborative architecting, UML = UML support, Vers
= Versioning, RTE = Code reverse/forward engineering,
TextSy = Textual syntax, GrapSy = Graphical syntax,
TreeSy = Tree-based syntax, SketchSy = Sketch-based
syntax, CodeAl = Support for the alignment of SA de-
scription with the implemented system, Sem = Well-
defined semantics.
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Useful in past projects Useful for future projects
-2 -1 0 +1 +2 No exp. Blank -2 -1 0 +1 +2 Don’t know Blank

Tool support 3 4 7 9 15 8 2 0 0 1 11 22 3 11
Life-cycle wide support 2 6 13 9 6 4 8 0 3 9 1 11 4 10
Support for iterative architecting 1 4 7 13 13 2 8 1 0 2 13 19 2 11
Extensibility 2 3 8 13 9 5 8 1 2 10 12 10 2 11
Customization 1 4 11 12 7 5 8 1 2 11 12 9 2 11
Analysis 2 2 7 14 13 2 8 1 1 3 16 15 2 10
Support for a library of components,
patterns. . . 1 4 9 14 9 2 9 1 2 5 17 9 3 11

Support for multiple architectural
views 2 2 4 11 18 2 9 1 0 4 5 27 1 10

Interoperability with other ALs 9 5 10 6 1 9 8 8 5 6 7 4 7 11
Architectural styles support 0 3 19 7 4 6 9 1 3 13 13 4 4 10
Support for collaborative architect-
ing 1 1 13 12 7 6 8 2 1 2 18 10 3 12

UML support 3 4 9 17 6 2 7 2 1 9 14 9 2 11
Versioning 3 2 8 15 11 2 7 1 1 2 12 19 1 12
Code reverse/forward engineering 7 8 11 6 3 5 7 4 5 10 10 4 5 10
Textual syntax 1 3 13 11 8 3 9 1 1 8 10 12 3 13
Graphical syntax 0 4 8 12 15 1 7 0 0 5 13 16 2 12
Tree-based syntax 1 2 13 12 1 10 9 3 0 8 11 2 11 13
Sketch-based syntax 3 2 10 10 6 9 8 2 2 7 9 7 9 12
Support for the alignment of SA de-
scription with the implemented sys-
tem

2 3 9 12 9 5 8 1 1 2 13 13 7 11

Well-defined semantics 1 2 7 16 12 2 8 0 1 4 11 19 3 10

TABLE 11
Usefulness of AL features - past and future

On the usefulness of AL features for future projects,
ADL users and non-ADL users slightly differ in their
average opinions about the thirteen most useful AL
features. The figures shown are averages based on the
opinions, in Likert scale, of the participants’ ranking
from -2 (least useful) to 2 (most useful). Table 12 shows
that in addition to support for multiple architectural
views, average opinions on some other features are
different. These are life-cycle wide support, extensibility,
support for collaborative architecting, support for align-
ment of SA description and implemented system, and
well-defined semantics.

There are AL features considered to be “definitely not
useful”. We define this to be 10% of all participants
who ranked a feature -2. For both past and future
projects, interoperability with other ALs (Inter) and code
reverse/forward engineering (RTE) are considered to be
definitely not useful.

In section f of the questionnaire we ask the participants
if they would add any feature an AL should expose to
be usable in practice. Many commonly known features
have been mentioned with similar frequency. The only
exception is flexibility (40% of the participants) meaning
that ALs should be tunable, extensible, and seamlessly
adaptable to system-specific characteristics. Features al-
ready mentioned in previous questions are usability
(20%) and traceability (either to code - 20% and to other
artifacts - 20%). A new feature not previously mentioned
is the ability to capture conceptual feature sets (16%), like
support for “real-time concepts”, “exception and error
handling”, “design decisions linked to artifacts”, “linked
structural and behavioral aspects”. This suggests a new

trend in AL research, namely on supporting conceptual
clusters of connector types reusable across architectural
styles and similar to the concept of traceability link as
defined in [58]. It also shows the need to adapt the used
AL to the domain of the system being developed in a
reusable and systematic way [51].

AL Features
Average
usefulness by
ADL users

Average
usefulness by
non-ADL us.

Tool support 1.5 1.6
Life-cycle wide sup-
port

1.17 0.83

Support for iterative
architecting

1.6 1.46

Extensibility 1.4 0.7
Analysis 1.33 1.08
Support for a library
of components and
patterns

0.97 0.6

Multiple arch. views 0.5 1.74
Support for collabora-
tive architecting

1.2 1.04

Versioning 1.33 1.38
Textual syntax 1 1
Graphical syntax 1.2 1.37
Support for alignment
between SA descrip-
tion and impl. system

1.4 1.04

Well-defined
semantics

1.6 1.42

TABLE 12
Future Useful Features ranked by ADL and non-ADL

users
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5.5 Further remarks
We finally asked the participants if they wanted to add
additional feedback. Most participants further empha-
sized aspects already addressed throughout this study.
Though, we found two answers especially interesting.
One practitioner highlighted the lack of evidence of the
usefulness of ALs in industrial projects. Specifically, he
writes:

“The additional benefits over just semiformal UML
models is not currently seen. We are lacking some
industrial case study (or some winning story) in
which they say “we used this ADL, it really helped
and it saved a lot of effort using it, and we did
not make so many mistakes”. There is a lack of
Evidence.”

This quote calls for empirical studies providing such
evidence in practice. A second interviewee provides,
in our opinion, a nice summary of what a practicing
architect would like to find back in the ideal AL. In his
words, desirable AL features are:

• accessible and easy-to-use language;
• bridge the gap between real world and research, fit what

practitioners really need;
• support multiple views (similar to UML but with auto-

mated consistency checked between views);
• incremental adoption, i.e., allow the partial definition of

the system, without constraining the architect to model
it in full;

• no fancy tools, just something that works and is reliable;
• extensible, in both language- and tool support.

6 DISCUSSION

This section provides a discussion of the findings of
this work. First, in Section 6.1 we analyze the two
main findings discussed in Section 4. Then, we look at
the results from some specific perspectives we found
particularly interesting (Section 6.2). We also compare
the results from previous studies with those presented
in this study (Section 6.3). Lastly, we go back to our two
research questions and answer them in the light of the
discussion (Section 6.4).

6.1 Discussion on the two main findings
The first finding reveals the introvert versus extrovert na-
ture of architects role. Two main identified needs, namely
analysis and communication (see Section 5.3), provide
evidence to support the introvert versus extrovert nature
of the software architect role. An architect needs informal
ALs when communicating with external stakeholders
and (s)he needs more formal ALs with well-defined
semantics (and methodologies) when dealing with tech-
nical and development-related concerns. In fact, respon-
dents needing support for analysis also expressed AL
limitations for communication with non-architects. This
highlights a tradeoff between semantic analysis support
(typically calling for more formality) and support for

communication (typically calling for more intuitive, and
less formal ALs).

When respondents indicate the need for either design
or communication, we observe that the main limitations
they found in ALs concern (again) expressing specific
system properties, poor understandability towards non-
architects, and insufficient formality. When they men-
tioned analysis as a need, they also mentioned lim-
itations in expressing specific system properties (e.g.,
performance, error-handling, extra-functional properties
in general). This indicates the need to further improve
ALs in this direction: ALs need to be simple and in-
tuitive enough to communicate the right message to the
stakeholders involved in the architecting phase, but they
shall also enable formality so to drive analysis and other
automatic tasks. This is in line with the work of e.g.,
Kruchten [59] and Hoorn et al. [60] reporting on the
dual role of the architect: as communication bridge (com-
municating with the customer and the business, i.e., the
extrovert nature of the architect role) and as design and
development means (i.e., realizing its introvert nature).

This finding resounds two clear (and distinct) needs
that were described in software architecture papers.
Indeed, in the early years, academic focus was mostly
oriented toward the use of ALs for conducting (formal)
analysis [1], [30]. This is why a considerable amount of
academic research effort has been spent in producing
formal ALs. On the contrary, the industry focus has
been mostly on communicating design decisions and
solutions [21], that hampered the advent of UML as a
language to describe software architectures. Practicing
architects nowadays (as confirmed in this survey) em-
phasize the need to reconcile informal and communica-
tive notations with more formal and analyzable ones.

We do not suggest that informal ALs are the answer to
reach out to industry and ensure industrial adoption. On
the contrary, formal ALs do offer rich expressive power
that is necessary, and desirable, in many situations.
Unfortunately they are often too costly (in terms of e.g.,
effort to learn them or investment to introduce them in
the current development practice) for industry to adopt
them. For these (and other) reasons industry seems to
settle for informal (yet ambiguous hence error-prone)
ALs that are less suitable for analysis but that do more
easily support communication purposes.

Communication, however, could be interpreted in two
ways: (1) as the need to model an architectural design
solution (and hence use its documentation as a means for
communicating its characteristics); or (2) as the need for
different stakeholders to effectively communicate about
the architectural solution and about how it satisfies their
various concerns. The communication perspective has
been broadly discussed in works specifically focused
on the extrovert role of the architect as communicator
and negotiator (e.g., [61], [62], [63]). While ALs typically
support the modeling perspective, they often neglect
the communication perspective. Recent works investi-
gate how to support both by helping designers during
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design sessions, without ALs interfering with the natural
interaction dynamics [64].

In fact, to address both modeling and communication
perspectives, the expressive power of an AL should
explicitly address different types of stakeholders at the
same time, and hence act as a natural communication
means. The main generic approach addressing this prob-
lem is provided by the ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 Standard
on architecture description [50], which both regulates
how to describe an architecture by using viewpoints
(and multiple model kinds), and explicitly links them to
the communication needs of multiple stakeholders (by
means of stakeholder concerns). We think that future
research in ALs should follow a similar example, by
making explicit the way languages do support com-
munication toward which types of stakeholders. This
would also provide a way to better identify what lan-
guages could be combined in a cost-effective way (e.g.,
by supporting the communication needs of the specific
stakeholders involved in a certain development project).
In this way, industry could flexibly select the right ALs
for the situation at hand. Of course, for this to be
possible further research is needed to define language
and tool mechanisms supporting AL combination in a
more flexible way.

Further, as discussed in Section 1.2, existing works
have identified different types of AL requirements. For
instance, Clements [21] classifies AL features as system-,
language- and process-oriented; Medvidovic et al. [12]
identify technology-, domain-, and business-related
needs. In fact, our study highlights that different
language requirements and needs are not equally
important, or at least do not have the same weight
when we target industry adoption. As a matter of fact,
business needs (like time to market and flexible/easy
fitting in the working practice) are clearly major drivers,
and overpower language-oriented ones (like level of
formality) if tradeoffs are necessary. To cope with this,
future ALs should at the same time (i) reconcile informal
and communicative notations with more formal and
analyzable ones, and (ii) address business needs
during the architecting activity. Explicit techniques and
mechanisms to flexibly and dynamically adapt AL
selection and support seem the key to achieve industry
adoption yet mitigating the risks brought by informality.

The second finding confirms that top used ALs have
been produced by industry. What emerges from the col-
lected data is that the 42% of the respondents make an
exclusive use of UML and UML profiles, the 35% uses
ADLs and UML together, while only the 17% makes
and exclusive use of ADLs when describing software
architectures.

Further, if we exclude UML and UML profiles for
SA modeling (used by the 86% of the respondents),
many are the ALs used by the interviewed people (see

Figure 1015). First of all, it is important to note that if
we compare our initial list of ALs and those elements
shown in Figure 10, some new ALs emerged, they are:
MIND, SDO, SAMM, CCL, SLX, HOOD, SDL, IAF, KISS,
Yourdon DFD. If we consider those elements, we can see
that some of them cannot be considered as ALs (e.g.,
IAF is an architecture framework, KISS is a development
method, etc.), whereas others can be considered as ALs
(e.g., Modelica, SAMM, etc.). However, as stated in Sec-
tion 3, our initial list of ALs has been used with the only
purpose of identifying practitioners to be interviewed;
indeed, in this work we wanted to reach those industrial
software architects which have been somehow exposed
to the concept of architecture description language. So,
discovering new ALs or understanding what an AL is
not part of our study.

Fig. 10. ALs used by the interviewed population

15. MIND is an implementation of the Fractal component model
for the development of embedded software - http://mind.ow2.org/,
UML includes also UML profiles, SDO (Service Data Object) is a
specification for a programming model that unifies data program-
ming across data source types, Modelica is an object-oriented and
equation based language - https://www.modelica.org/, PCM is the
Palladio Component Model, SAMM is the Q-ImPrESS Service Archi-
tecture Model, CCL is the Construction and Composition Language -
http://www.sei.cmu.edu/predictability/tools/ccl/, SLX is a language
for discrete-event simulation - http://www.wolverinesoftware.com/,
HOOD is a method of hierarchical decomposition of the design into
software units, SDL stands for Specification and Description Lan-
guage - http://www.itu.int/ITU-T/studygroups/com10/languages/
Z.100\ 1199.pdf, IAF stands for Capgemini’s Integrated Architecture
Framework, Ad-hoc stands for ad-hoc and in-house languages, KISS
is an object-oriented systems development method, ABACUS is a
suite of 8 products - http://www.avolution.com.au/products.html,Y\
DONstandsforYOURDONDFD.
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What is relevant is that the three top-ranked ALs used
in industry, that are AADL, ARCHIMATE, and industrial
ad-hoc notations, sum up to 41% among all the ALs. This
leads us to conclude that, based on our study population,
the top used ALs in industry are those introduced by
industry.

An impact study might be performed in order to
understand how ALs introduced by the academia have
laid the foundations for industrial ALs. For example,
as mentioned in the introduction, AL research of the
90’s directly influenced the definition of UML 2.0, and
AADL [24] was influenced by both Meta-H [25] and
Acme [23].

Moreover, a possible interpretation of Figure 10 is as
follows: even though software architects have a con-
trovert nature (i.e., ALs need to be simple and intu-
itive enough to communicate the right message to the
stakeholders involved in the architecting phase, but they
shall also enable formality so to drive analysis and other
automated tasks), if they have to choose, they prefer a
simple and intuitive language, well supported by tools,
with respect to a language with strong formality.

6.2 Results Analysis

This section reports some interesting results that can be
considered orthogonal to the main findings reported in
Section 5. For the purpose of this section, we made a hor-
izontal analysis of the various questions, and identified
some perspectives of interest, that are discussed below.
Need of Empirical results: what emerged through differ-
ent answers is the need of empirical results to be used to
drive practitioners’ decisions. This need has been clearly
expressed by one of the participants, that reported that:

“ALs known to us are usually slightly detached from
day to day development. The applicability for large-
scale systems is unclear. There are limited success
stories from industry for the use of ALs known to
us. The overhead for a more formal specification of
an architecture must bear significant benefits, which
are currently not clear for us for the existing ALs
(cost-benefit analysis necessary)”

Analysis: what emerged very clearly is that practitioners
do analyze software architecture descriptions, but they
are unsatisfied with current ALs and tools. Analysis
is considered one of the most important needs asso-
ciated to ALs. However, AL and tool limitations force
practitioners to extend the ALs they use, or to perform
manual analysis. Extra-functional analysis represents the
most commonly performed analysis. However, ALs ex-
pressiveness for extra-functional properties is considered
insufficient.
Multiple Views: practitioners use multiple views and
others would like to do so. Different types of views
are utilized by practitioners, being structural, behavioral,
and physical the most frequent ones. Multi-view con-
sistency checking is applied by half of the practitioners

making use of multiple views. However, ALs have to
be improved for a better management of multiple views
(43% of AL extensions and customizations are operated
to add new viewpoints), and additional tool features are
required for cross-view consistency.
ROI: practitioners not using ALs commented that they
do not, since the learning curve is perceived as too steep
while the perceived ROI (Return On Investment) is too
little. Researchers could work on this issue by (i) simpli-
fying the effort needed to begin using ALs, (ii) providing
clear guidelines about the usage of specific ALs, and (iii)
providing a more concrete evidence about the usefulness
of ALs, for example by means of experimental results.
Needs and Limitations: as remarked throughout this
paper, design, communication, and analysis are the most
important needs recognized by practitioners. While prac-
titioners are generally satisfied by the provided features
for designing the architecture of the system, they are not
satisfied by the communication and (extra-functional)
analysis abilities of current ALs. ALs need to overcome
limitations related to multi-view modeling, cross-view
checking, and analysis. As far as ALs tool support is
concerned, many features are missing in current tools,
such as the support for analysis, for multiple views
management, graphical representation and improved us-
ability.
Code Generation: it came as a surprise that there is
limited needs for code generation. While code generation
is considered an interesting feature, it is rarely used. It
is also not considered a very useful feature for future
projects. The reasons provided by respondents are very
different, among them we can quote the following one:

“architecture description [is] on a too high level”

“[code generation] Requires too much details in the
descriptions”

“[code generation] was not the intended goal of the
architecture definition! Architecture did have other
focus”

Version Control: A relevant amount of respondents
specifically mentioned that they use version control sys-
tems. However, those features are typically not provided
by existing ALs, and are implemented through external
tools like Topcased, CVS/SVN, or Eclipse.

6.3 A comparison with previous studies

Both foundational works on SA [1] and [45] consider
(automated) analysis as a primary purpose in SA. As
quoted from the former work:

“... the primary purpose of specifications is to pro-
vide automated analysis of the documents and to ex-
pose various kinds of problems that would otherwise
go undetected...”.

As already discussed above, analysis is still considered
a very important need and is very much practiced by
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practitioners. Going deeper, Perry and Wolf in [1] iden-
tify the types of analysis they considered fundamental
to be supported. They are:

“consistency of architectural style constraints; sat-
isfaction of architectural styles by an architecture;
consistency of architectural constraints; satisfaction
of the architecture by the design; establishment of
dependencies between architecture and design, and
architecture and requirements; and determination
of the implications of changes in architecture or
architectural style on design and requirements, and
vice versa.”.

From our study emerges that some features in an
AL are still considered important, such as requirements
analysis, dependence and change impact analysis, and
the alignment between SA descriptions and its imple-
mentation. The common approach to solving these prob-
lems is to use a formal language to provide semantic
support. They cater for design consistency and compat-
ibility checking (strongly advocated in [30]), but they
are not easy to use. The respondents of this study point
out that ALs need to be intuitive and easy to use, and
architects must be able to use ALs to communicate ideas.
These new extra-functional requirements of an AL are
in conflict with what the current AL approach can offer.
As such, researchers must also consider extra-functional
features of ALs to facilitate their adoption.

Other related studies, briefly discussed in Section 1.2,
have analyzed AL limitations, strengths and needs. By
comparing their results to our current results, we want
to highlight that the usability of ALs is an important
consideration in their adoption. The important needs are
summarized below:

Multi viewpoint management has long been recognized
as a need as well as a limitation of existing ALs. Based
on our study, multi-view modeling has become a very
common practice, useful in previous and future projects.
A wide range of views are used today for SA description.
However, ALs and tool support is still limited: existing
ALs have to be extended in order to cope with multiple
views, and tools still miss multi-view consistency anal-
ysis features.

Similarly, tool support has been recognized as a need,
and the lack of good tools for ALs has been considered
a strong limitation against their adoption in industrial
contexts. As for this study, the level of satisfaction on
ALs tool support let us understand that a certain im-
provement has been done along this line. Good and
mature tools exist today, as reported in the answers to
questions D.18 to D.24, however, there is still space for
improvement to better support practitioners’ needs. An
example is to support easy, yet precise, representation of
an SA design.

The ability to model domain specific concerns is another
historically recognized need. From past studies, contro-
versial limitations can be identified: in some studies, ALs
are considered too general and lacking domain specific
information, in others, ALs are considered too domain

specific, suitable only for specific domains, and with
superimposed models of computations and restrictive
assumptions. As per our study, it is surprising to learn
that most of the interviewed practitioners use generic
notations (C.3), and that when they are asked to chose
for an AL, domain specificity does not seem to be
an important driver (D.5). On the other hand, when
domain specific concepts or concerns is needed, ad-hoc
languages, UML profiles, or AL extensions are applied.

In the related papers, some needs are not considered
as mandatory, but our respondents considered them as
important. The respondents suggest that in current and
future projects, ALs need to provide collaborative work,
extensibility and customization, versioning, and communica-
tion. We believe that investigating these aspects in future
research work is fundamental to make a leap forward in
the field of software architecture modeling.

6.4 Research Questions

The survey presented in this article has been centered
around two main research questions. The findings are
summarized in the following.

RQ1 asked “What are the architectural description needs
of practitioners?”. Our study results uncover that, so
far, academic ALs provide features that do not fully
fulfill main industrial needs. Academic researchers share
common beliefs such as the need for having formal and
domain-specific ALs. These needs are not echoed by
the practitioners. Whilst it is important to analyze and
precisely represent an SA design, ALs and associated
tools must also support other needs (see Section 5). In
particular, the need for ALs to be usable with the goal of
supporting communication among diverse stakeholders
reveals what we called the introvert versus extrovert nature
of architects role.

RQ2 asked “What features typically supported by existing
ALs are useful (or not useful) for the software industry?”.
We challenged the survey participants on the features
elicited from the state-of-the-art ALs (as discussed in Sec-
tion 5.4). Features like tool support, support for iterative
architecting, analysis, support for multiple architectural
views, graphical syntax, versioning and well-defined se-
mantics stand out as definitely useful, while others (more
commonly agreed) like code forward/reverse engineer-
ing and AL interoperability are considered as definitely
not useful. Again, this further emphasizes the need for
better ALs centered on new features.

Understanding what software architects want in ALs
can provide a direction to AL researchers, and to come
up with tools that software architects may use. AL tools
from industry can cater for the needs of practitioners
but they lack the rigor of formal ALs. Conversely, formal
ALs are not currently adopted by the industry, mainly
for usability deficiencies. A bridge needs to be built to
close this gap.
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7 RESEARCH VALIDITY AND LIMITATIONS

Sampling. We use two sampling methods to recruit
participants. Firstly, we invite industry participants who
have participated in ADL development or experience,
the PA group. Since this group of 15 people is close
to the research community, they may be biased towards
the applicability of the ADLs that they have reported.
This bias is mitigated by the open questions we ask
them. If they are not satisfied with the ADL and the
tool, then it is unlikely that they will continue to use
them in current and future projects. Because of the
sampling bias towards ADL users, the interpretation
of the usage patterns of ADLs should be adjusted ac-
cordingly. Secondly, we invite industry participants from
our industry contacts, the IC and OT groups. In this
study, we decided to use by convenience sampling as
sampling method; this choice may somewhat bias our
results towards those participants who are sympathetic
to our purposes. However, participants came from a
diverse background, they are from 16 countries and
13 industry domains. This indicates a good spread of
participants’ profiles to increase the confidence that our
results do not suffer from relevant biases with respect to
the sampling methods we use.
Survey Instruments. We used two instruments to con-
duct the survey: online questionnaire and interviews.
This is done because of the availability of the partic-
ipants. Some participants overseas are not contactable
during the normal working hours and we had to resort
to online questionnaire. Participants who were inter-
viewed yield additional information because follow-up
questions can be asked to clarify the answers whereas
we cannot ask follow-up questions to the participants
who fill in an online questionnaire. In order to mitigate
this possible bias, we (i) asked participants to provide a
detailed explanation of the given answers by means of a
follow up open-ended question, and (ii) we then apply
a coding procedure on the detailed explanation of the
given answers.
Terminology. Despite that we have defined AL accord-
ing to ISO/IEC/IEEE 42010 to include ADLs like Acme,
Darwin, AADL and other description languages like
UML, the interpretation of the terminology by the par-
ticipants has not been consistent. In answering questions
c5 and d1, some participants said they had used UML
and they considered that as ADL, other participants
said that they had used UML but they did not con-
sider that as ADL. There is clearly a different notion
of whether UML is considered as ADL. In order to
avoid terminological interpretation in paper writing, we
mapped the questionnaire generic term ADL (used to
refer to all different architectural languages), into a more
organized terminology that distinguishes among AL,
ADL, industry ad-hoc AL, and UML notations.

We survey existing ALs through literature search. Both
ADLs and industry-based languages are grouped into
architecture description language we call AL. We do

not prejudge on how practitioners may use them. We
try to avoid researcher biases by using open questions
to understand how ALs are being used. We ask the
participants to describe what, how, who, when and why
they use ALs. There is a part in the survey where we
list twenty features and ask participants to rank their
usefulness for past and future projects. These features
come from analyzing the ALs that we have studied.
Whilst we think that the list covers most of the important
features, it is possible that some participants may have
other features they see as important. In order to find
those features, we asked in an open question for any
other desirable AL features.
Internal validity. This survey allows us to understand
the use of ALs in the industry. The findings have agreed
with the general expectations of ALs usage. Firstly, ADLs
are not widely used. Respondents told us that they use
it in some specific areas, and they also use other types
of ALs in conjunction. They told us the reasons why,
confirming our suspicion that ADLs come with high
costs of training and usage. Secondly, popular ADLs are
produced by industry. It appears that these ADLs are
still used by the software industry. The causes of this
finding agree with common expectation that the software
industry creates and uses tools that are useful to them.
Therefore industry’s active participation in building the-
ories and tools for ALs do matter to their acceptance.
The responses to open questions in the survey have
provided valuable insights to help us understand the
causal relationships of ALs usage and the reasons.

8 CONCLUSIONS

This paper has presented the results of a survey of the
use of architectural languages in industry. Motivated by
the gap between the large (and ever increasing) number
of ALs produced by academia and the ones that reach
industrial adoption, we decided to investigate what are
the needs of practitioners and what is their opinion of the
features supported by current ALs. The survey has been
performed by 48 practicing architects carefully selected
to represent professionals with experience in using ALs
in various countries, business domains, and roles.

Our analysis produced two overall findings and a
number of more detailed results associated with clusters
of questions. The findings bring two general messages
for future research in-the-field: (1) the ALs used in indus-
try are also those originated in industry, academic ALs
seem not to fulfill industrial needs, even though they
might have inspired the industrial ALs in some ways;
(2) ALs should have features to support communication
among different types of stakeholders, and individual
activities like analysis.

The detailed results from the clusters of questions
provide research directions for specific concerns. To men-
tion a few, support for design is more important than
support for communication or analysis; domain-specific
languages seem to be less important than generic ones
(but yielding a well established community of adopters);
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support for requirements coverage and requirements
engineering phases is crucial; simplicity, pragmatism and
support for collaboration is preferred over the heavy-
weight formal ALs that support analysis and code gen-
eration.

As discussed in Section 7, although we carefully de-
signed and carried out our study to avoid biases and
maximize external validity, our study is still faced with
some limitations. Nevertheless, our findings and detailed
results provide a reflection for future research in archi-
tectural languages to meet industry needs.
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